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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, JUNE IS, 1913.
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was in the hands of Howell Karnes),
in his head he does not seem willing v'el
Astor, $l,836,75S, and John Jacob traveling auditor and bank examiner.
to consider various angles of il. lie Astor, sou
by his second marriage,
Traveling Auditor Karnes) had DEMOCRATS CF SENATE WILL MEET SENATE COMMITTEE PROBING WEST
is rather inclined
to look straight 2,!lJ2((i72.
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LETTERS AND TELEGRAMS FILED WITH SENATE COMMITTEE THROW MUCH through a telescope with the big end
The estate is declared to be the ing the bank's affairs, and it. was
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other
SENATOR MARTINE
own way over there and Mr. Oxnard
for each according to statements today of lo
wired mo to come over. I have seen This made it unnecessary
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to push this measure this winter and praiser.s in event of a disagreement.
Aside from the announcement of deposits aggregating something over
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Charleston, W. Va., Juno IS. The
ARTICLES IN REPUBLICAN CAMPAIGN to that way of thinking. I saw Loeb the amounts that revert, to the heirs, $30,000.
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While
Washington,
who agrees with me that the subject there are two features of special inbusiness firms and depositors heard the majority members of the senate West Virginia coal strike (oday rushed
had better be postponed, and he will terest in the appraisal.
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tained in the Republican national cam- I am glad he is willing to go on the that matter in mind for four years. youth's mother, although once Col. ull
of the depositors will be paid.
ed by Thursday," said Senator Sim- one of the operators on Paint Creek,
paign text book of 1912, signed Dr. committee, but I see no harm in hav- that if we could hold the ways and Aslor's wife, was never his widow.
mons, "but we hope .to be able to fin- and attorneys for the operators, beformer government ing Newlands try for it, too, I am means committee, it would save a lot Mrs. Ava Willing Astor divorced her
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ish at least by Friday."
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of work and avoid a heap of danger.
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exceeds any amount ever paid troin St. Louis last night, were expect- - may suggest for discussion another judiced the case." The other mem
anti-frePalmer, both prominent in the beet getting Carmack's place."
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The appraisers placed the real es- the company's officials, regarding the it is argued, would greatly increase will probably place it before the full
mittee had no authority to bring in at UppervUIe, Va., said
work today.
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plished something, though he did not had summarily subpoenaed from beet
ground that it was used only
in facsimile of his handwriting by a
bankers, relative to the appointment heads of families,
vestigate if a lobby threatened legis- feel at liberty to tell me much in de- sugar headquarters only a small porSenator Ollie James of Kentucky, newspaper circulating throughout the
of a third receiver to represent the
lation now pending. Many of the let- tail. From here he went to Cincin- tion
had been read into the' record LOBBY PROBE
bond holders.
The receivers
will who ,mi,u tl,e suKar tal'irf Pcech in state today groused considerable dis
ters referred to activities years ago. nati at Foraker's suggestion to meet when the committee
tlu-ate. defending President Wil- - cussion. Tin? statement set forth that
adjourned last
'
TAKE
IN
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probably announce a general policy of
After the committee considered him then to Cleveland and back to
odd copies introduced,
lias
night.
Seventy
taken a vigorous position in Senator Ma' tine "would rather sweep
son,
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and
ictrenchment
New
result
in
York.
executive session,
economy
their objection
U. P-- S.
referred to a wide spread campaign
MERGER of the roads financial
difficulties. Imposition of a countervailing duty the streets than earn his money as the
Chairman Overman anndunced that all He Is leaving no stone unturned in his
toWest Virgin vi coal operators do."
C. Hamlin, of CoSome employes here have already re- on meat and cattle and announced
Oxnard and Palmer letters would be effort to get real protectionists put headed by Clarence
Attorneys for the operators declared
Washington, D. C, June 18. Sen- ceived notice of their dismissal, ef- day that, he would carry the fight to
admitted on the ground that they on the committee of ways and means lorado Springs, to gain publicity for
that they would place this statement
were corroborative evidence to oral to fill the five vacancies. He is cer- the beet sugar arguments through ator Xorris today proposed a resolu- fective on July 1, and it is not im- the Democratic senalorial caucus if he with
others made by the senator in
"
tain that Fordney for one will be ap newspapers, news agencies and with tion to broaden the powers of tiie probable that the salaries of various failed to swing the committee into
testimony already heard. "
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of
and
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railroads
great
"Mr. Oxnard testified that for twen pointed, but did not mention
lobby investigating committee to call high officials will suffer material
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When the majority members of the
Today Senator Martine took little
of Kobert S. Lovett, of New
ty years he had been active In the other names. His advice is that we agricultural colleges. Many men
York, to
finance committee resumed consider- part in the proceedings.
in
national
mentioned
the
reprominence
have as many business and manufacexplain statements that Union Pacampaign against legislation to
Although he sat nt the committee
ation of the proposed countervailing
duce the duty on sugar," said the turing concerns as possible write to correspondence undoubtedly will be" cific and Southern Pacific authorities MRS. VANDERBILT WANTED
duties on agricultural products, Sen table throughout the hearings he
the speaker at Danville and without summoned to testify.
chairman.
had been approached
TO BE DEPUTY SHERIFF. ator James emphatically declared that asked no questions, under an agree
iy persons pro"; "Mr. Palmer,. before
Th connvtitt&e yfi
confronted At fessing
this, committed,; mentioning or suggesting any names.,
influence in the Union
the public was entitled to unrestrict- ment reached after yesterday's outcommit- strongly request that real protection- the outset of
The
similar
a
session
testimony.
with
gave
Pacific, Southern Pacific dissolution
today's
New York, June 18. Mrs. Reginald ed free cattle and meat. He did not break, that Senator Kenyon was to
tee believes these letters are corrob- ists be placed on (he ways and means formal objection from Henry T. Ox proceedings.
Vanderbilt called at Sheriff Harburg-er- s oppose the action of the Democrats in take sole charge of the examination of
orative of testimony that has been committee to fill vacancies.
nard, of the American Beet Sugar comSenator Norris declared that Mr.
today and asked him to appoint
wheat and flour with the witnesses.
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me
is
in
if
a
this
that
"It strikes
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given here that there is
pany, and Truman G. Palmer, head of Lovett's statement had to do with sen- her a deputy sheriff. The sheriff was
John A. Greene, superintendent of
to
countervailing duty added, but he opurge his the Washington offices of the sugar
this country, organized to defeat any and each one be urged
ators
and other public officials.
almost as disappointed as she was posed such a duty on cattle and meat the Mucklow mine of the Paint Creek
legislation for the reduction of the friends to do likewise, the next two
more
Chairman Overman of the lobby com when he informed her that as women so
against the reading of
strenuously that final action on the Colliery company, when the strike
sugar tariff. These letters are admis-sabl- e months ought to pile up a lot of letters correspondence to or from them and mittee said his attention had already cannot vote in New York he could matter
was deferred.
Senator Sim- broke out, was the first witness. He
as evidence, we believe, as show- as to least make an impression on the dated
prior to the beginning of the been called to the Lovett statement appoint only men as deputies.
mons
matter was said that guards were not placed on
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that
bearand
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design
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recent session of congress.
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settled
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such
a
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presentation
raft
the
in
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been
ing on what has
on his own responsibility.' SUFFRAGETTES START
John W. Yerkes, an attorney who Lovett
insofar as wheat and flour were con- been interfered with by the strikers.
past, and what is being done here now among prominent business men that
When these guards arrived, they were
ON HUNGER STRIKE. cerned.
said he represented the two sugar Should the resolution be passed, he
to oppose the sugar tariff reduction. if you were to devote a little time to
London. June 18. The suffragette
said the committee must have its
"I am for free cattle and meat and not armed, but after 50 or 75 strikers.
Friends of Oxnard and Palmer de- seeing and writing them, the results men, broke into the proceedings when
Of a letter from Oxnard to Palmer, dated time for reporting extended beyond leaders who were sentenced to terms shall go the limit to get it," said Sen- carrying guns, had made a demonstra
clared an effort would be made to would be surely worth while.
in 190G, was read-bof imprisonment yesterday for conspi- ator James, when his attitude before tion, he said, the guards were increasChairman Over June 28.
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I
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that
don't
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the
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some
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control
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case
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they bring
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beef
American
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the
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tion
when
more
before
the
imports
prisoners
pending
present
dated Irving Park, Chicago, July 29, reduction tariff bill, but the
ious outbreaks of violence.
The committee took the objecpronounced that they would refuse to trust, why should we, in retaliation,
strength we show in the house and
1907. was in part as follows:
Walter Belk, who served on Paint
eat and would thus compel the author- starve the people of the United
"Major Gove wrote to me some the more strength we develop there,
Creek as a guard and who was for a
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on
in
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be
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the
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course,
release
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to
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time
regard
The majority members of the com- - time in charge of the guards, defend- SAVES LIFE
of the senate Philippine committee in the senate
lie described tne
were in session until late lastifiQ lnelr conduct,
mittee
him
I
wrote
ISO
Oxnard
To Palmer, October 5,
the sixtieth congress and
ba,1,B of Mucklow, May 29, 1912,
FRENCHMAN BANDITS ROB
night to hasten the tariff bill and
CANCER DISCUSSED BY
that that matter was fixed last win wrote from Upperville, Va.:
ILLINOIS
lo" n was attacked from the
tically completed the sundries ached-- ! wI,Pn
ter. Gove writes that Teller will take. "I have been trying to find out what
TIle firilS. he said, continued
ule. Remaining for consideration arehl,lsParis, June 18 The life of a Frenchit himself, rather than to have it in chances we have on the ways and
the income tax and administrative for about half an hour and after it
DOCTORS
man, taken prisoner by the Federal
CENTRAL TRAIN
uncertain hands. Any friendly Dem- means committee and am glad to get
I,e searched
the hills and
features of the bill, which the
in
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Mexico,
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ocrats
by
during
the information you give on that .line.
Thurs-- found Place8 carefully prepared for
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to
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intervention
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count they say that is it
Johnson,
Will bring all pressure I can on Can
He said men had
Is probable that the the shooting.
have as many Democrats understand non. His political manager, Congress- DR. MAYO, NOTED SPECIALIST OF ROC American consul at Matamoros, ac- TWO MASKED MEN HOLD UP DIAMOND day night. It
been in these places for hours
meet
to
gently
called
will
be
Friday,
cording to information which reached
it as possible."
man Littauer of New York, is a
HESTER MINN, GIVES PAPER ON CANbut problems in the administrative before they began firing.
SPECIAL
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the French foreign office today. Pierre
A letter August 27, 1907, from Ox- strong personal friend of mine, and
FROM SPRINGBelk described another battle in the
section of the bill may delay the cauwas
nard to Palmer:
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to
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this
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hills when the guards killed one minsuspected of fav
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"I am of the opinion that you had me his plan of campaign for Uncle
oring the revolutionists, had been ar
He denied
A CURE.
mons is planning to get the bill into er and wounded another.
ESCAPE.
better not even try to get any reso Joe. I shall expect to bring strong
rested and was about to be executed
the story told to the committee
by
a
from
week
senate
the
Monday
by
lution through regarding Cuba, asjpresBure through Littauer."
Mrs. S. E. Villa that she had been
summarily by the Federal military
if rtnacihto
that might start our enemies going. Copy of a letter to Oxnard, dated
Mr.
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when
Johnson
protestMinneapolis, Minn., June 18. In
Senator Hitchcock, of Nebraska, brutally attacked by mine guards.
111.,
June 18 Two
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I read carefully the Beet Gazette. My October 14, 1907, and apparently from fifteen
ed and secured his release.
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whose amendment to the tariff bill Senator Kenyon examined him at
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part:
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In the committee room when he
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After be-- !
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asked Belk: "Isn't it true that fifteen
Dr. Mayo of
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by
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with the paper in any way."
or twenty armed men connected with
for the purpose of exploiting them Rochester, Minn.
T.ration in the bill
Wilson now plans to read his curren- - j
July 18, 19071 Oxnard wrote from with American capital and that we
"A favorable diagnosis can be acuie uiiiiuiis iorcea tne engineer
ice,
The action of the finance majority your agency, have been in this room
10 congress next Monday
New York to Palmer:
were going to do It. Teller told
he and message
to run past the posse and when later in putting a tax on bananas yesterday throughout this investigation?"
complished by simple methods,"
Owen-Glas- s
the
bill
"I prefer that you leave the Cuban
the
"I couldn't say as to that," answered
that he and his crowd would asserted. A series of gastric dis- administration views on carrying
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Question alone for the present. If we stand by us and they would try and turbances
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is believed they also escaped in- - gregate two million dollars and the
our friends here most carefully it Philippine matter probably
would discussed in a paper by Howard A. was no disagreement, in the cabinet.
Chairman Glass of the house curren- Jury. The hold up occurred at a small duty of five cents a bunch can
was deemed best that I should not put come up soon. My idea has always
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BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
ADDS TO ENJOYMENT
exercises of
commencement
Loretto Academy last night were in
l ne exquisite
every way a success,
of
gold medals won by scholars, a list
which were given yesterday in the
New .Mexican were to be seen at the
aracademy, and were handsomely
The

ranged.

The auditorium was crowded with
the friends of those who were to he
graduated and the program was greatly enjoyed, not only for the numbers
beaugiven but particularly for the

tiful music which was rendered. The
overture from "Fra Diavolo" by the
young ladies was a superb number,
and was followed by a clever salutatory by one of the two graduates, Miss
First and second
M A. Needham.
honors were then bestowed for literary merit, followed by a chorus.
"The Home of the Fire Arts," a
ten
symposium, was well rendered by
representing religion
young ladies,
and the several countries of Europe,
in which Italy gains the crown.
Miss Ruth Stein's selection, "Adoration," on the violin, from Maurice
shows what can be accomplished
in the teaching of that most beautiful
of all instruments, and the piano solo
was
from memory of "Miserere"
exemplification of good training,
..,inroi liv Misses Jj. Du
ui
iiiubiu
Chemin and II Uuruie. me ,n,,D)
was all worthy of mention but me rendition of "Si J Etais Roi," was particularly fine.
It is easier to sing with an
hut not everyone can elicit
attention and appreciation, the way E.
did in
singing "Good
K.
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institution "The
into that
Mother House of Loretto" with ramifications strewn all over the country.
The smouldering fires by the wig
wams of the savages had not as yet
and their toma
been extinguished,
hawks and war cries had not as y
erased to terrify the forerunners of
civilization, when those brave souls
defying perils dared to penetrate that
There,' amidst
wilderness.
virgin
danger and terrors, Father Nerinck, a
Belgian priest, who when the French
Revolution forbade religion, and "because he could not. forswear his conscience and promise allegiance to the
government of Napoleon, sailed for
the American shore," on the 23th of
April IS 2, in the little Church of bt Charles. "In the presence of an audience that failed to grasp the full
significance of the act, performed the
ceremony of religious
reception of
Stuart, and
Marv Rhodes, Christian
Anno h.'ivpii. nnd the cornerstone of
Loretto's foundation was laid."
t will n nf mv friends enter into a
more detailed description of the early
historv of Loretto. suliice it to say
that those good daughters of Ken
o:
tucky and their followers, scions
the very best families and bluest o
blood, suffered untold privations. Ad
versity was their daily enemy; humil
iations and disappointments their end
less toil: the bitter cup their dally
draught and hunger their daily ratio
But those brave and loyal hearts
whose only protection and solace was
their God and steadfast faith m then
undertaking, submitted to all kinds ot
stood the
nrdnnls and unflinchingly
crucial test. Their valor and endur
arce prevailed; they were bound to
succeed and the realization of thei
high ideals Is today their well earnei
crown.
In 1852. that venerable and mucn
lamented grand old man, Archbishop
Lamv. whose spirit now hovers in thi
vast auditorium and whose halo still
lingers in the hearts of New Mexi
cans, called for volunteers to take the
onerous burden of education in New
Mexico. The plea of Bishop Lamy
found echo in the charitable, virtuous
hearts of the Sist
and
ers of Loretto. six of whom not appall
ed by the actual conditions of things
awaiting them in this then almost for
eign country, parted with their homes
kindred, and. friends and voiunteereu
on their perilous journey to New Mex
ico. Cholera and death snatched the
Mother Superior of that frail caravan,
and another could proceed no further.
"Vou know the rest, the hardships they
endured trailing the "trailers trail"
300 miles to Santa Fe. Who of you,
citizens of this ancient city did not
know or hear of Mother Magdalena?
I bow in humble tribute to her mem-crand that, of those who have gone
with her to their rest and reward amid
victor throngs, in that great beyond.
This institution which is in reality
a home for the training and instruc
tion nf vnnne idrls. has since the
pioneer days of the Santa Fe trail
achieved that great success which is
not only the luscious fruit of the pa
or
tient perserverance and
the Sisters of Loretto, but will ever
be a monument consecrated by them
to the welfare of New Mexico's fsture

Night."
Miss Juanita C. Sena then gave a
and the
well considered valedictory
and
diplomas were conferred upon her
cerupon Miss Mary A. Needham, and
tificates given to the grammar grades,
which was followed by the distribution of the gold medals.
The following address by Filadelfo
Baca, assistant state superintendent
of public instruction was then listened
to With marked attention:
r
Pitaval,
Rt, Rev. Archbishop
Forchegu, Reverend Fathers
and Sisters, Ladies and Gentlemen:
The very interesting commencement exercises which we have just generations.
Located at the foot of the "Sierras"
witnessed, will ever be a source of
pleasure and gratification to all who of verdant and variegated hues,
have had the "good fortune to be here which like perpetual sentinels stand
watching the picturesque and beautitonight.
The ceremony of crowning the grad- ful surroundings of old Santa Fe;
uates with the laurel wreaths, is in it- where the atmosphere impregnated
The with the life giving ozone is suppleinspiring.
self imposing and
awardine of diplomas, medals and mented by an unequaled climate and
other prizes, affords pleasure and jus unfailing sunshine; where the vista
tifiable pride not only to the happy re- of the lofty heights of Old Baldy and
cipients, but, also, to every true loyal the sublime deep azure blue beyond inis
citizen who has a warm spot in his something grand to behold! I say,
heart for the future greatness of New this beauty spot of the Ancient City
of the Spanish CavalierB, ring merMexico.
The excellenct closing exercises of rily the chimes and bells of the conschools, under the vent and the sweet sonorous laughter
the parochial
charge of the Sisters of Loretto about of the children of Loretto. Here, you
two weeks ago, coupled with the mag- who seek knowledge in science, you
nificent exhibit of deft handicraft, ex- who seek learning in humanities and
and other fine solace in the arts and music; where
quisite
nneeimens of the art beautitui, neiu the oxygen laden breezes offer you
in this academy during the past three the nectar of the gods, and where the
davs. and, tonight's splendid program three canons of education the moral,
of the mental, the physical are all comis surely the "par excellence"
school exhibitions, and gives us only bined; here, I repeat, Loretto greets
a glimpse of the completeness of the you and offers you a temporary abode.
instruction in all branches of leaf ling Its courses of study, primary, pregiven by the good Sisters of Loretto.. paratory, academic, commercial, music
The academy
I will not go into the details of what and art, are complete.
we have seen you are good judges is a thorough four years' high school
and know how to appreciate a good course above the grammar grades. A
of
thing when you have such convinciiig two years' course in Spanish, is one
the requirements for graduation from'
proofs.
It has often been said, that the the academic department. We cannot
greatness of a nation is measured by emphasize too strongly the importHere ance of the beautiful Castilian lanits intellectual development.
t
in this great nation of ours, the
guage. Our increased trade relations
countries deissue is education, and every with
good citizen of our own dear state is mand that Spanish be taught in the
looking forward with earnest solici- schools. Educators are awake to the
tude to its greatest success.
importance of Spanish as school subWhat concerns us at this moment U jects and almost all of our great Amerthe higher education of women, whi m, ican colleges and universities are
no matter wiiat may be the diversity teaching Spanish. The indication of
of opinion and attitude amongst men growing interest in this subject is
and educators, has come to stay, and manifested by the formation at Washn
the
of
henceforth demands our untiring at- ington
tention. Fortunately. New Mexico is Athenaeum for the promotion of the
not lacking in educational institutions study of Spanish, an undertaking in
for the intellectual and moral develop- which both men and women of interna.
What
tional prominence are active.
ment of the
.Here, in this very soil rendered sac- are we doing here in New Mexico,
are great? we
roii hv ttm lilonil nf Diir ancestors, the u lime uur facilities
our
who
many
are
opportunities
ignoring
simply
"Conquistadores,"
Spanish
centuries aeo Dlanted in this then al in acauiring this great commercial
most Inaccessible region the Cross ol branch of learning, because some few
statesmen and educators are
Christianity and in 1606 under the would-bSpanish regime founded this ancient prejudiced and would see Spanish for"Villa Real de Santa Fe," we are gotten even by the
Just think of it; It is an Indispensable
proud of the Academy of Loretto.
The early history of this great insti- business language used in about twentution of learning, within the hospit- ty republics of Central and South
able walls of which we are now as- America. Let us not overlook the pos
sembled on this festive occasion, is sibilities awaiting those who under--,
well known to the older residents of take early the study of Spanish not
the Ancient City of the Holy Faith, only for its commercial importance,
and tradition, If nothing more, will but, also, as a cultural accomplishever keep It green in the memory of ment.
future generations. But little Is The credits of the graduates of the
known of the humble beginnings of Loretto Academy, when properly certhe community which dates back a tified to, are acceptable by the state
century ago, and wnich with the evo- board of education for first grade and
lution of time that nucleus planted in professional certificates. At this parthe vast wilderness of Old Kentucky ticular moment allow me to emphawas, by the persistent efforts of six size that the need of teachers for our
"
young Kentucky women and their rural school districts is one in which
faithful followers, made to burst forth the demand far exceeds the supply.
Mon-signo-
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Mr. Conway, the county superintend
ent, in an interesting address a few
nights ago, stated that the, pupils
who have gone out of the Sisters parochial schools have done excellent
work in his district schools us teachers. I want to endorse his statement
nnd amplify it by saying that graduates of the Sisters everywhere in New
Mexico are doing well and make excellent teachers, and Loretto will contribute its full quota of successful
teachers to our public schools.
The aim of this institution is the
'intellectual, practical, solid, refined
and Christian education of young girls:
Pupils of all denominations are received, and interference with their religious convictions are carefully avoided.
With reference' to the objections
made by uninformed persons relative
tc Catholic institutions, a few facts
Fifteen or twenty
will be sufficient.
years ago, a word in favor of Catholic
education was something out. of the
ordinary, but now hardly a week
passes that some distinguished
does not raise his voice in
praise of Catholic education. Judge
Grimmell, of the Chicago court of domestic relations, said in an address:
"The Cntholic schools are superior to
the public schools, because they teach
the young the principles of honor,
morals and industry." The Rev. .1. B.
liemmion, a Methodist minister of
Wolfeville, N. S., is quoted as saying:
"It is a strange and lamentable fact
that not one Protestant in ten thousand knows the truth about the teaching of the Catholic church. When a
wishes to obperson of common-sensabout
tain information
anything,
whether political, religious, scientific,
or it matters not what it may be, he
goes to headquarters for authentic information never to those who seek to
destroy or who are the enemies ot
that which he wishes to study.
Protestants never think of such a
thing as reading Catholic books or
periodicals or anything that smells of
never did; and yet I was of
Home.
all men not a bigot. It is an inborn
and fostered prejudice of many generations. Not one Protestant in thoti'
sands ever seeks information concerning the Catholic chinch from Catholic
sources." The New York Sun, commenting upon the growth of Catholic
"The spirit of these
colleges says:
colleges is Catholic and American. In
the purpose and methods of forming
the students' mind and heart are guided by the traditions of the Catholic
church as well as by ideals of American intellectual and social life."
A lady friend of mine, stated to me
whilst in friendly converse, that the
Sisters of Loretto were not quite progressive. Naturally, such an idea
coming from that young person struck
me like a sudden bolt from the clear
blue sky and I confess that
I've laughed at such foolish notions,
True, they are not progressive enough
in the too modern ideas of thoughtless
youths, for they will not abandon
their aesthetic simple society uniform
in exchange for the finest silk hobble
oi slit skirts: they have set ideas
about dress and morals. They do not
give parties nor do they encourage
flirtation; but give Instruction in the
manner and usage of good society, and
their pupils are frequently afforded
opportunities for social enjoyment in
various formal and informal functions.
Their perpetual vows of poverty, chastity and obedience leads them on to
that felicity of heart and peace of
mind which buries them, like the
sweet violet, into oblivion of all worldly pomp and vanity, if my young
friend had reference to educational
methods, I dare say that no less a per
sonage than Henry Clay on a memorable occasion, in an eloquent address,
complimented their students and laud
ed the Sisters for their advanced and
n

e
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lnio Lii'o like the rose is full of thorns
a ov
D,.mi.iffif.i!il
it.i w....- - -investigations
Karly or late, danger in a diversity
vice, now going on, would prole of
will
forms will present itself. You may
they
roots,
its
into
very
deeper
One of the moM. wonderful electrical
Hce a fathomless
chasm open before
mostly
forth
the'ovil
springs
find that
wlih-m:iy bo
one more step and you are nppliiiiii'i'S if. Mm'
eyes;
yeur
of
that
lack
from the very
used liolli in the treatment of various disbo
in
the
God
crumbling
may
of
doomed;
ground
of many obeases and in the
quality. U't the mention
the rocks falling; you may feel scure, renditions. diagnosis
With its aid the inthe schools be prolnbueu .ami ,i, ...I and c .1 txrwm pwj.vutir
terior of the human body Is no longer tlm
hmiy inn r.uir.j
edge as to a Supreme Being
sealed book it has been heretofore. Abquality oi jour funicai oram ceus nuj uu
obliterated, that
of the bones, gall stones,
i
pluding wiin ine lapiuuy ol ii';uuiin, normalIn states
cur great nation will soon umupin-ut he bladder or in the kidneys, aro
nnd the stone
will contract,
nnd the disintegration of its colossal jour muscles
shown
plainly by ulint ale known as
moment
arrive; the
psychological
Internal tumors, and
photographs.
greatness begins.
motor
a
stimulus being converted into
orthe enlargement of the
There exists in the minds of some
and you will land gans, are also discovered by this means
impulse, jui.-.pprejudiced
a
preconceived,
persons
on fhc other side. My young and in the diagnosis of tuberculosis of
Idea about convents, safely
and mistaken
wide after the lungs this agent has proven a most,
friends chasms are ;iot
havf
to some of
valuable aid. When
which impartial investigators
a word to the wise is sufficient so the less fatal chronic applied
all;
ailments of germ
which
pronounced as rank bigotry
let it be. Graduates of Loretto. please origin it lias proven very effective as u.
should not exist in this age of
agent.
ncept my since end hearty congratula- curative
Another Interesting proceeding is tho
Newspapers have announced tions on tlm very happy occasion anil violet-rainitreatment produced by concebeen
has
movement
a
the fact that
God bless ntrating the violet or chemical rays from
moment.
most
prescious
this
of
great
tiated in some states
an arc light with a. specially prepared
inyou.
carbon upon any portion of the body that
union, to induce legislation for the
follow
the
mav lie the seat, of pain. Sufferers from
You
students,
young
convents.
That
of
vestigation
rheumatism, strains,
of the graduates; entreat your neuralgia,alsosciatica,
publication
from those obscure exhaustsprains,
to
further
make
sacrifices;
indeed
is
parents
(tho
"Menace"
origin of which cannot at
(it
ing pains
known as the
to Loretto, enhance your times he accurately determined) frequenta menace is particularly noticeable in come back
Hud immediate relief from a single
ineducation and store more knowledge ly
treatment and usuallv with a little perits rabid attacks against Catholic
You
too, sistence in the use of this aid. comfortable
,
a Jewish until your graduation day.
stitutions, and the Kmanu-Elend application, health or perfect, recovery is obtained.
in by perserverance
paper published in San Francisco,
The incandescent light bath, consisting
the laurel crown.
of a cabinet, in which the patient is
defending one such an attack, in part will merit
Mother Superior, Sisters of Loretto: bathed in the combined rays of many
says: "Catholicism in America has
electric liolli globes, has produced really
done so much for philanthrophy and The hour of parting from those sweet, wonderful results in diabetes, sciatica,
instiis
of
flowers
beautiful
garden
your
its
and
elemosynary
rheumatism, obesity, amemia, and somii
education,
In nigh; it has rushed on with the ever forms of kidney and heart trouble. It
tutions are admirably conducted."
has also proven valuable in chronic bron-- I
ar. editorial entitled "Twentieth Cen- silent swiftness of time. Sweet, tremb- chilis, bronchial asthma and various skin
the diseases. As a general hygienic measnro
accelerate
tury Bigotry," the Westtleld (N. J.) ling, sad emotions
its efficiency can scarcely be
Leader, referring to the manifestations palpitations of your hearts; let those l
i
dim
eyes-rolwhich
tears
"Religious
your
of "The Menace," says:
drowning
Those who have been patients fit Dr.
huN.
in
Y.,
but
Hotel,
P.uffalo,
Invalids'
it's
I'ierce's
only
down your checks
bigotry is not only
commend this wonderfully equip-- j
and has no place in a man they are your only comfort and liighlvSanitarium,
where the above menped
land where toleration and freedom of balm for that pain within the inmost tioned electric machines,
modern and
faith are principles rooted in the recesses of your hearts. Your quiver- current, anil other most
apparatus are used for the, euro
people. We ing lips are at this moment touching of chronic
hearts of its liberty-lovindiseases. The treatment ot
have no words to describe adequately that cup which is filled to overflowing the chronic diseases that are peculiar to
have for many years been a largo
the filth of its columns; and if steps and tasting its bitterness. Y'ou will women
factor in tho cores alTcetcd at tho Inhave not been taken by the postal au- never be repaid in this world for your valids' Hotel and Surgical institute.
the mails, great sacrifices and self denials; but,
In erecting tin' Invalids' Hotel, Dr. K.
thorities to exclude it
idea, was to make it a genuine
as we think it should be, we hope our the time will come when like the beau- V. Pierce's
home, not a hospital. Such cases as rup- officials will soon investigate it with tiful rainbow colored butterflj', you turn, hydrocele and varii do are usually
days, and the patient is abio
that end in view." In its concluding will abandon your worldly chrysallis, (cured in ten
to return home. The terms are inoderatu
remarks about the "Menace" it adds: and without looking back you will 'and
rates at the Invalids' Hotel com-- !
the
"It is made up of ignorance and dirt." sear high to that celestial mansion iianitiveiv low. In the examination and
of patients the practice is
Inspection of convents? No need of above and be forevermore at your treatment
Each member of
divided into
such laws here in New Mexico or else- master's Bide, happy for life eternal! the Faculty, specialties.
although educated to pracare
heartconvents
of.
of
medicine and
doors
my
To
all
in
friends,
The
tice
all,
my
where.
you
departments
is here assigned to a special deopened to the inspection of unpre- felt thanks for your kind attention. surgery,
he
which
devotes his
partment only, to
judiced persons no matter what their Good night and pleasant dreams,
entire time, study and attention. Not
only is superior skill thus attained, hut
religious denominations may be, proalso rapidity and accuracy in the diagnovided their investigations be fair, just
sis of disease.
THE1
HE
CROSSED
AT
78
man
and
between
as
and righteous
Specialists connected with this Instia
which
tute at liuffalo, are enabled to accurately
scarcely
man. The disaster
tho nature of many chronic
BY
WAGON
determine
CONTINENT
year ago swept the St. John's Orphandiseases without seeing and personally
in
Texas,
San
Antonio,
at
asylum
examining their patients. This method
of treating patients at, n distance, by mail,
which six Sisters of Charity, includI
has been so successful that there is
sacrificed "It Was a Long Hard Journey, But
ing the Mother Superior,
a city or a village, in the United
Feel 20 Years Younger Than the scarcely
their lives to protect 87 children unStates
that is not represented by one or
I
Aaron
Left
morn cases upon tho records of practice
Chicago," Says
Day
der their care only two of which
at the Invalids' Hotel nnd Surgical InMarch.
perished and one of them a babe,
Much rare cases as cannot bo
stitute.
died in the arms of the Mother Sutreated in this way. which require surgical
A
IS.
it
to
bear
in
San Diego, Cal., June
vain
operations or careful
baby
perior as she strove
or electrical therapeutics, receive tho serwas enough to cause the horse, drawing a rickety spring wagon, vices
t i safety
of tun most skillful specialists at
to exclaim edi- on the seat of which perched a sun- the Institution.
Chicago
,
In medicine there has been rapid
pointer-dogtorially: "Theirs was a heroism that burned old man and a
during recent years, Dr. Pierce has
drew up in San Diego the other kept up
stands forth like a shining light from
with the times by continually Imthe pages of the days news. Theirs day.
proving his laboratory by skilled chemists,
and
exorcising care that the ingredients
was a martydom of love and devotion
It was Aaron March, 7S years old, entering
medicines
Into his
which must cause a busy nation to and a "family'' who had just complet- Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription aswell
to
are exMedical
as
the'Hiolden
its
pay
in
haste
Discovery"
moment
ed a journey from Chicago.
pause a
tracted from the best variety of native
tribute. No blare of trumphets or
After 40 years as a traveling
medicinal roots. These are gathered with
noise of drum, no ectsay of battle to
March wearied of trains. This great care and at the proper season of the
that their medicinal properties
lead them on to die in a triumphal was last November. He hitched up his year, beso most
relln ble.
mav
cause, l ney saw tneir uui.y uuu mc.r old bay nag. whistled to his dog Mike
'l'hese extracts are then made soluble
are
convents
all
friends!
and bottled
did it
iin(J ra(Ued out of the Windy
My
City in pure tt ipla refiner!
in a hvgienic and scieiitilic manner. Thus
alike.
headed for San Diego.
Ihe World's Dispensary ns established by
Within these very walls lies an in
March was months on the road. He Dr. Pierce is supplied with every known
stitution of learning the atmosphere encountered bitter weather and en- - apparatus and means of cure, for Its aim
is to avoid surgical operations whenever
of which is purified by the venerable
possible.
presence of those spouses of Christ,
(ireat care is exercised not to over enwho have abandoned parents, friends,
courage those who consult the specialist
tiiis institution that no false hopes
of
riches, honors and everything most
may bo raised.
for
the
to
purpose
dear
life,
precious
Many thousands are annually treated
both through correspondence and at this
of more perfectly dedicating and conInstitute.
Every one consulting by letter
to
instruction
the
secrating themselves
or in person receives the most careful and
of those flawless gems which maketh
considerate attention. All communications are treated as strictly confidential.
our natoin great. Here In modern
No charge whatever is made for confully
buildings
and commodious
sultation.
me
two-folpurposes-hoWrite the Invalids' Hotel nnd Surgical
equipped for its
Institute. Dr. II. V. l'ierce, President, at
and school, you will find well apN. Y.
Uulfalo,
ven-'
spacious well
pointed
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tilated dormitories, inviting dining-roomand libraries where select and
of
manner
instilling
comprehensive
boooks enthuse you to hightreasured
meth
their
Since
then,
knowledge.
InvestigaTo ye would-bideals.
er
im
ods have been and are continually
not need to be shrouded
do
tors,
you
proving with the tides of
with the majesty of the law, Santa
and
We are talking about progressives. Feans bid you welcome; Loretto
come
invite
investigate!
you;
justice
In
You, fathers and mothers, are you
you
favor of eugenics? Are you part of A revelation certainly awaits you, and
convinced
that sweeping popular wave clamor- will be
to a higher state of pering for the teaching of sex hygiene to transitioned
sonality.
This
in
schools?
the
little children
I sincerely
Ladies and gentlemen,
is a question in which we are all con
so long on
cerned and I hope will be seriously apologize for infringing
padiscussed at the coming Fourth Inter- - your precious time and tokindly
the gradulational Congress on School Hygiene, tience, permit me a word
at Buffalo, N. Y., this coming August, ates.
The excellent
AARON MARCH AND, HIS DOG.
My young friends:
in which our most distinguished edu
cators and renowned savants from closing exercises we have just witness- cured hardships. When the trail was
abroad will take part. We will im- ed, have a great deal of significance
the old man helped
patrons of this insti- steep and rough, One
patiently await its findings; but in the not only to the to
the wagon.
stormy night,
pull
interestone
every
but,
also,
tution,
meantime, this being a question whose
when March was asleep, the horse
is
your
This
in
education.
ed
really
very Bource is the foundation of our
you wandered away in a mountain storm.
social and moral standards, we have commencement day, for tonight conMarch awoke and his heart wa"S
to meet the issue regarding the most are at the very threshold of the
heavy, but the dog Mike, pattered oft
to
allow
which
stand
doors
vent
ajar
their
impressive age of children, for
world. You are into the darkness, returning the next
impressions will deeply be rooted and you exit into the wide
and
not
accomplished, but day with the horse.
only young
everlastingly preserved. Let us ever
"It's the only way to travel," March
bear in mind the importance of the also, that which can only be expressed
my says. "No more railroads or steamin the euphonious language of
atmos
moral
and
educational
ight
Iove and boats for me. I may never travel
during the mother, "slmpaticas."
phere and surroundings
by wagon. It
most important epoch of a girl s life. honor your teachers, be ever grateful again, but if I do it'll be to
California,
was a long, hard trip
Mothers who from motives of their to them and in the tablets of your
letbut I feel 20 years younger than the
own would shirk their most sacred memory inscribe their names in
have taught you day I left Chicago."
duty to instruct and guide their tender ters of gold, for they
in
and innocent daughters during such in the way of wisdom and led you of
a critical period, would they, I aBk, the paths of virtue. The ceremony
A PET DOG IS THE
entrust the work to teachers whose crowning your heads with the symmark
CAUSE OF DIVORCE
bolic laurel wreath as a special
preparation may be indifferent,
or defective from every point oi honor, has certainly touched the
of view, and who will have to dole delicate strings in the hearts of your
Indianapolis, lnd., June 8. Because
out the instruction to mixed classes? friends. To your parents this is the her husband refused to allow her
their
atonement for
great daughter to sleep with them, and inNaturally, their conscience would re hour of your
stead gave her place in the bed to a
volt at the very crudeness of such a sacrifices. Your diploma is your
entitling you to enter the portals - dog, Mrs. Elva M. Gresham has filed
suggestion, and common sense, if not
future as fully equip- suit for divorce from Benjamin O.
dignity and duty, dictates that you of anto unknown
deal with some of the intricate jGreshara in Superior Court
Mrs.
Intel- pc-culture
moral
and
the
safeguard
Remember that f;resjiam says when she objected she
lectual and physical development of problems of .life.
isiwas told to "go get a divorce."
those dear little hearts, and commerd which has often been heard, life or.
I'd rather have the dog than two
the training of their frail bodies ana what we make it. At every step
of you," said Gresham, according to
tender minds to the motherly care of life's drama life Is but a drama
part, for do it you the wife.
persons who like yourselvts possess you have to do your
fu- woman's traditional love for their vir must: let it be well done. Yourhon- - The complaint states that the Gresand
to
make
two
it
strive
months,
great
and
ture,
ilama
of
the
only
together
home,
jjvej
tues and the sanctity
1911,
who are born with that innate dignity crable. Should you be beset with Demg married In Novemeber,
not
is
which
to
do
that
rean(j separating in January, 1912. Mrs.
temptations
which enhanced by education and
en-when despondency
her
Gresham
says
ligious ideals, acquire that becoming righteous and
dls- daughter was forced by her stepfather
reserve and inspiring confidence traps and menaces you, don't get
remember
your "Alma to sleep in a seperate bed in a room
which exerts so great stimulating and ccuragedj
fly back in which the only furniture was a
and
let
Mater"
your
thoughts
moral influence.
fond soap box. Mrs. Gresham states that
The
Loretto.
at
to
the days spent
President Taft, In one of his Thanksof your after she left her husband she went
advice
and
remembrances
sage
asserts
proclamations,
strongly
giving
is of the opinion
na- teachers, their example and self de- to iter parents and she
that our country is a
hs in Kentucky.
husband
her
that
angel,
will
be
comforting
niaL
yoor
official
the
If
several
is.
so
it
tion;
e

pasB-por-

DAHLEN LIKES EARL YINGLING.
nrooklvn. June 18. Manager Dill
Gabion says he has one of the most
nromising voting left handed twirlers
be
in Earl Yingling, one who wi-'heard from before the season is over.
Yingling has been with the Superbas
fnr twn seasons and has not been
used to and great extent, but Dahleu
krvh he is now ready to spring mm on
the fans as a regular. On his first
Cinappearance this sesason against unicinnati, May 14, Yingling made
que record. He relieved Allen in the
seventh inning, with Becker on inira,
Tinker on first and one out. Hobl:t:.3l
hit the first ball Ditched by Yingling
into a double play, retiring tho side.
It so happened that Yingling wouia
Vmve heen the first man up for Brook
lyn, but Phelps was sent to bat for
him and grounded out. Thus ling-lingot into the game and did yeoman
service on exactly one pitch. 'With
Rucker, Stack, Ragon, Dent, Allen and
Yingling all in good shape, Brockiy.i
wit! have a formidable twirling depart
ment. There is also a chance of Kltd
coming
holdout,
the
mer Knetzer,
terms with tho club.
l

Work for the New Mexican. It i
for you, for Santa Fe and
the new Btate.
Subscribe for the Santa F. New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new State.
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three-year-ol- d

j

g
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Delicious

Hot Chocolate.

October cbfllT day raggeat wauthin
w,rm for the laiiir mn.
ehoeolate m&tfo from
Krng liot
choice product : noted for
excellence ud
Parlt?
,u
tqCuiOJlit
SSSKSS." deliciouiness of flavor.

Wera
g

yft don't know of anr other atora
&vr chocolate-t- oo
that aema
at imo
erpenilTt, perhaps. It amerent
there'! nothing too good for our patron,
A PIPING

HOT

CUPFUL FOH

S erred with dainty, eriap

ie

9

alwaya fresh. If you're
elty, we'U axpreoe 11 to 700.

H UVLE IVS

mVof

s

OC,

tracker.
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NEWMAN OUT-

fight fans
from Las
Levy
between
LEAGUES-SEE-S- AW
Louie Newman of Denver, and Harry
Sharer of Cheyenne. Newman was
The fight was
given the decision.
one of the, best ever staged in the
Meadow City and pleased a big crowd
of fans.
The decision of the referee
was satisfactory.
Newman had a decided lead, in live
hdmsman of the Brewers.
The second influence is the nitch-'o- f
the ten rounds, four were even,
iig of Charley "Doc" Watson, "the 'j and In one, the fourth,himShafer round.
the
for whom led a flash that gave
Clark expects to realize more real Though willing at all times, Shafer
money than Barney Dreytuss paiu tor was outboxed, outfought and
by Newman, who put up one
Marty O'Toole, this fa
New-m- i'
The third influence is Chappelle, an of lis best bouts of his career.
ii punished
Shafer severely in the
outfielder, who is the Ty Cobb of the
is five rounds in which he had the lead,
American association.
Chappelle
the Cheyenne fighter having an eye
hitis
a
He
good
ipe for the majors.
and his face badly bat- partly closed
,
corka
ler, a wonderful
of the battle.
at
close
the
tered
jg guou ny cuuseii anu ue im n won
Tv fast preliminaries were fought.
derful arm.- He also is destined to "go
Bruno
and Battling
Joe l respin
up."
The
went ix rounds to a draw.
semi-.- .
indup, which was scheduled to
go eight rounds, was stopped in the
seventh by Referee Benny Chavez,
hut. Battling Rivera was
who saw
umiblo to go further with Kid

Jake Levy and a bunch of
returned to Santa Fe today
Vegas where last night Mr.
bout
the

d

d

STRUGGLE BETWEEN MILWAUKEE AND COLUMBUS.
The Milwaukee, Wis., team of tlie
American Association, oft times culled the "big minor," nud again the "little major league," is fighting for the
with the
lead of the organization
Columbus, Ohio, team.
Milwaukee, is up there because of
three influences. The first is the
surprisingly good management of tin;
eteran infil l Jer, Harry Clark, who
last fall succeeded Hugh Dufly as

out-gi- n

d

m.i

'

.

i

m.,...

i

base-runner-

i

BEHIND THE SCENES
IN SUGAR LOBBY'S
WASHINGTON

j
j

CAMP.

(Continued from page one).
under consideration and tempor-ei.'.laid aside a number of other
i
letters that came within the class
i ted to.
which
letter
'; lie
particular
liLiight in the intervention of the
said in part: "I have a letter
that
fn m Mr. Morey, in which
Air. Gove will go around trying to edu-- j
Will you please
r r.e congressmen.
Air. Gove any statistics he may
igi-.t!

18, 1913.

tive to the sugar and tobacco

pco-tabl-

POINTS SHAFER
INVEGAS BOUT

SIZZLING RACE IN BIGGEST OF THE MINOR

necessity be compelled to make the
tariff an issue and the fight will
center around sugar.
"We are in touch with those who
are preparing the Republican campaign book and the sugar question
will be handled subject to our apIn fact the matter is being
proval.
furnished by us. As soon as the conventions are over It is our purpose
to get in touch with the campaign
rmnagers with a view to having their
speakers fully posted on the sugar

JUNE

n

ob-j-

iksire?"

Harry Austin, clerk in the offices of
j'.ir. Palmer, identified the letter as
jl i'ing in Oxnard's handwriting. Alorey
jvas president of the Great Western
!;'ugar Company.
Mr. Oxnard and Mr. Palmer took
steps also to have the senate asked
K. restrain the lobby committee from
jfNamining British private correspond-juicdated prior to the present ses
sion. It was said that a resolution to
I

..Phoenix, Ariz., June 18. The state
corporation commission granted permission today to the E. P. & S. W. R.
R. company to consolidate the six
question.
comprising the system
"In fact, I am personally of the companies
which control 45S miles of road in
opinion that it would be well for us
to put a few good men on the cam- Arizona and 440 miles in New Mexico
The move It Is understood is prelimipaign committee who will give partiI believe nary to executing the plan to issue
cular atteution to sugar.
that more people are to be reached 1ti uoncis ror tne extension or tne line
fiom Tucson to Phoenix.
this way than in any other.
"You asked me particularly with
MASONIC DANCE. ,
reference to Dr. Wiley. If you were
advised, the doctor made us a propr
The grand ball which is always a
sition for lectures which was acceptMasonic
ed. When he got into harness, how- part of the
ever, he found that he had undertaken reunions was held last night in the
more than he could perform and ask- beautiful ball room of the Masonic
ed to be released. We did not deem cathedral. A crowd that taxed the
it. wise to insist, as we felt it highly
capacity of this big room was in atcesirable to have Dr. Wiley's friend- tendance, and with delightful dance
He had agreed, music, a cool evening and a spacious
ship and
however, to deliver a few lectures. By floor, the dancers had a most pleas
ant evening. It is reported that there
looking carefully to publicity end of
these lectures, we believe we can se- were tendencies towards "ragging" on
the part of some of the festive ones,
cure some good results.
but the committee in charge request"Generally speaking, we expe:c to ed that this
particular style of dancavail ourselves of any tvenue of pube omitted and thus checked this
ing
to
the
r.esults promised
blicity, where
tendency,
justify the expenditure." '
Another letter objected to by Yerkes
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
was unsigned; addressed to Henry T.
Oxnard, and dated at Chicago in April, Alass., says: "I had a terrible pain
across my back, with a burning and
ISO". It said in part:
feeling. I took Foley Kidney
scalding
is
Gove
showing anxiety
"Major
as
Fills
advised, with results certain
a
or
about either buying
starting
pain and burning feelpaper as well as securing the columns and sure. The
of an influential eastern daily and a ing left me, I felt toned up and invigorated. I recommend Foley Kidney
large line of patent questions.
Jills." For backache, rheumatism,
"Air. Collins is very anxious about
and all kidney and bladder
the Taft situation and hopes that lumbago use
Foley Kidney Pills. The
there will be some way to make it ailments,
Capital
Pharmacy.
doubt
known that there will be great
about his ability to carry such states
Work for the New Mexican. It is
as California, Idaho, Utah, Colorado
him off, we Horking for you, for Santa Fe and
Bi d if we can't ittead
might be able toi'get a promise rela the new state.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

e

introduced.
effect would be
Afeanwhile the committee worked on.
Copies of beet sugar articles sent
to thousands of small newspapers in
sixteen states west of the Mississippi
Indiana,
river and in Pennsylvania,
Illinois and the Southern states were
produced from the sugar men's files.
They predicted that danger to the
different localities would follow free
sugar. The character of the publicity
by the beet sugar men was outlined
in some of the unsigned letters in
the Hamlin correspondence addressed
to Sidney Ballou one of the active
figures in the Hawaiian sugar organization. It said the beet sugar men
had made a contract with the Press
Service company at $2,500 a month
for publicity.
"They guarantee the publication of.
fifty thousand lines a month of matter pertaining to the sugar industry"
the' letter said. It stated further
that 30.000 copies of speeches by Representative Morgan, 30,000 by Representative Pickett of Iowa, and
by Representative Martin were
being sent out.
A telegram from Hamlin to F. A.
Gillespie, Garden City, Kansas, said:
"Write me fully what you know about
your new congressman."
Another unsigned letter dated May
2, 1912, addressed to Sidney Ballou,
said: "I believe that our greatest
opportunity for publicity will arise in
connection with the national campaign. The Republican party will of

E. P. & S. W WILL
EXTEND LINE
VO PHOENIX

License Nambers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

Unit

Vii

y

'

Above:
Cutting,
Watson, Pitcher.

Pitcher,

'twill

,

The Men Who are Showing the Way in the American Association.
and Manager Harry Clarke, Third Baseman. Below: Dougherty, Pitcher; Chappelle,

'PHILLIES LEAD
WITH HOME RUNS

swat

tained his first

right-hander-

ob-th-

Mar-quar- d

GANDIL

THROWN

"'N

At New York
1 7 3
St. Louis
..;
5 9 1
New York
Wellman, Stone and Agnew; Ford
and Sweeney.
At Washington
4
2
9
Cleveland
0 9 1
Pet. Washington
Gregg and O'Neill; Johnson and
.667
.612 Ainsmith.

Standing of the Clubs.
National League.
Won Lost

Club

Philadelphia
New York
Chicago
Brooklyn
Boston

32

16

30
30

19

26
23
24
23

19

American
Club

41

Philadelphia

36
30
30
27

Cleveland

Washington

24
22

Detroit
St. Louis
New York

...13
Won

Club
Denver
St. Joseph
Lincoln
Des Moines
Omaha
Topeka
Sioux City

37
33

31
32
30
21
22

18

Wichita

25
23
27
2!)

32
36

League.
Won Lost

Western League.

"

9 3
Ron-

BASEBALL

BALLS. Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Cincinnati

Washington, June 18. Washington
baseball bugs are pointed out that
Walter Johnson is not the only record
holder on the local team, Chick Gandil,
who, one year ago this month, began
playing first base for the Senators,
has never dropped a thrown ball in
time, except when the throw was

RIVERS' FIGHTING FACE

jm

Catcher;

This Boston
..7
Willett, Hall and Stanage;
is believed to be a record for acuracy
in fielding.
deau, Collins and Carrigan.

Chicago
Boston

7

Hughes,

on so. wild it pulled him off the bag.

April 26 off Huh Pardue of the Braves;
his second and third off Rube
of the Ciants on May 5; his
fourth off Marty O'Toole of the Pirates
of
18.
the
One
Philadelhia, June
on May 12, and his fifth off Howard
reasons why the Phillies, after reach- Camnitz of the same combination on
ing the top rung of the championship the following day.
Fred Luderus has poled four homladder on May 4, have managed to
Cravath also has four homers to
ers.
of
the
has
it
been
keep possession
BeBide
credit.
his
Magee, Luderus
out
to
punch
ability of the players
The Quakers easily are the and Cravath, five other Phill.es
home run kings of the major league Becker, Dode Paskert, Otto Knabe,
iSeaton have
world, and to June 9 inclusive had Mike Doolan and Tom
made 20 of the 75 circuit clouts manu- hit for the circuit this year.
factured in Tom Lynch's organizaFREEZES TO

tion.
Sherwood Magee, Fred Luderus and
Cactus Cravath are the dangerous athletes on the Quaker combination,
These three men have whaled out
and have broken up
thirteen
many a combat. Magee has five
homers to his credit, of which three
s
were secured off
and
two oil
Sherwood

left Filder;

12
20
25
27
26
KB

39
39

.545
.531
.460
.453
.418
.345

Work for the New Mexican, It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

Pet.
.774
.643
.545
.526
.509
.407
.361

RIVERS,

FIGHTER,

IN

HIS

GLAD

3

m
m
P

;

LOW GRADE MACHINES

1st PAYMENT

B. DENVFR

Single Cylinder, Regular Model
Twin Cylinder, Regular Model
T. T. Two Speed, . . Single
T.'T. Two Speed. . .
Twin

$128,00
168.00
188.00
268.00

All Eqipped with Cradle Springs, Fore and Aft.

PROVIDED: Your order is in by July 1st, 1913, the agreement
will be cash down as listed under "payment," and the balance at
$20 a month until paid for. If you can make more on payments or
Ask for a catalog
less, there are special propositions for each.
anyway and see for yourself.

Come,
Remember, the First of July.
Be Glad to Explain

4
1
1

Will

14

Phone 72 J

Rubber Stamps.

RAGS

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
P
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIMC.
BSY
PEOPLE ARE USINQ RUBBER STAMPS MORE NfeW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TtMB,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

DOESN'T LOOK MUCH LIKE A PRIZE FIGHTER, DOES HE? BUT HE'S
THE BOY WHO WILL TRY TO TAKE LIGHTWEIGHT TITLE FROM
RITCHIE.
.250

.685
.589
.564
.561
.536
.368

0.

F.

LIST PRICE
$210.00
260.00
285.00
335.00

Lost Pet.
17
23
24
25
26
36
33
40

v' ,

INDIAN MOlOfiCyCLES

PRICE LIST.
laches foiag
ISc
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional Hoe on stamp.
16c
e
and not ever 3
niches loaf . . 20c
Stamp, over 2
15c
Each addition! line on stamp
One-liover
not
3
..
over
and
5
25c
laches
stamp,
long..
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
e
Mc
Stamp, over 5 Inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved tines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 laches Ions
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used Is
lf
Inch in size, we charge for one Hae for each
over
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

.400
.310

-2

One-lin-

Where They Play Today

1-

ne

National League.

1-

-2

-2

-2

One-lin-

Philadelphia at Chicago.
Boston at Pittsburgh.
New York at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn at St. Louis.

American League.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Detroit at Boston.
St. Louis at New York.
Cleveland at Washington.
American Association.
St. Paul at Louisville.
Milwaukee at Indianapolis.
Kansas City at Columbus.
Minneapolis at Toledo.

one-ha-

one-ha- lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date, for
Me
tocfe
50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year In -3 mch
.
...
Line
-4
Dater
35c
mch
month, day aad year,
Regular
....
25c
Line
Dater
inch
aa1
month,
Regular
day
year,
IJW
..
Defiance Model Band Dater
L56
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp
Weed Cut
Pearl Check Protector.... . .
IJ0
1- -2

1-

1-

1- -8

'

Today's Games.
National
At

Pittsburg-Bos-

Tyler,
son.

1

Rariden; Cooper and

Fighting Face of "Mexican Joe" Rivers, WhWHI Try to Take the Title
From Willie Ritchie July 4 at San Francisco. V'V,

8 0
7 4
Gib-

I
23-- 4

4

Chicago-Philade- lphia

3

reys, Bresnahan.
Detroit

...

x,

x4

1- -4,

cts;

3--4,

1- -8

1--

x7

25

2,

75 cts;

cts per battle.

2

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

, .4 7 1
Chicago
Seaton, Rixey, and Dooin; Humph-

American
At Boston

25 eta; 2
15cts; 2x3
35 cts; 3
x 6, 69 cts ; 4
85cts. AH caters. Stasna tadl laic,

3--4,

FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
0

1

STAMP PADS.

SELF-INKIN- G

ton

...2

Pittsburg

At

...... ad

League.

League.'
6

8

4

Joe Rivers, the Mexican Lightweight Fighter, Who ' Is Scheduled to
Franclt-c- o
Fight 20 Rounds With Lightweight Champion Willie Ritchie at San
on July 4. Toll Picture It What River Calls His "Glad Rsg" Photo.

1

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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UNITED STATES BANK
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PERSONALS Ready Trimmed
HATS

MRS. ASPLUND ON
CLUB ORGANIZATION

TRUST CO.

&

V

PACE FIVE

SELIGIN

ADOLF

If

GOODS

CO.

(Owing to the great Interest manl
The Institute program thin morn-in- fesferi In thn Personal Column, the
consiHted in vocal selections by New Mexican requests its readers to
the school, anil a vocal solo by .Miss send in by mail (a postcard will do)
Mauri Hancock "who was accompanied
or by telephone (call "31") items of
We are making SPECIAL REDUCTION'S on al!
on the piano by Miss Florence
this column. By doing so the read
White Underskirts for Ladies.
ers will confer a favor on the New
Superintendent Conway made an- - Mexican and on their friends. Com
. . . Skirls in Fine Nainsooks, Embroidered . . . $1.13
nouneemenlH and gave instructions munications sent by mail should bea
Your Patronage Solicited
$2.00 . . Skirts Trimmed In Lace and Insertion . . $1.39
in institute matters.
the signature of the writer).
125 Palace Ave
The work in manual training nnd
. . .
Skirts, Wide Embroidery Flouncing . . . $2.69
$4.00
domestic science will be on exhibi-iXX
!
Trimmed in Lace and Embroidery
Skirts
.
.
E.
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
. . $3.23
W.
X ter
tion tomorrow and the public is in- ,X
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
$5.00
GRIFFIN, Cashier
says that the study made liy himto
see
it.
vited
tne
TelePostal
dejX
:Hei
Telephone
has
throuuhout the country
J. B. LAMY,
Mrs. Asplund being introduced by S graph company if you do not get xiveloned son to remarkable tacts and
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST
PHONE 180. E
M
one
the superintendent spoke on the orana
debe
win
your paper
Ho has K
some interesting themes.
of clubs. In part she
X called on the state corporation
livered to you at onco.
ganization
com
said:
mission here, and is greatly pleased
;
The strength of organization
was
to see how advanced the commission
shown in, that one woman interested
George T. TJttlefleld, of EJida, Is a'of New Mexico is in the study of Ihei
in the good of the school and the guest at the Montezuma.
INSURE WITH BAYWARD
AND REST CONTENT.
irate question. Mr. Porter pays the
is in the f'ity'lstate corporation toininission
Waller C. Huhbell
community could accomplish but lit
a high
tle, but. a dozen women working to from AlbtKtiercue.
.compliment for the work they have'
A. )!. .McMillan, an Albnquerniu"
gether for the same purpose can acas manifested by the recent, re-- '
much.
ilornev, is in the city today.
complish
port, and the compilation of an ex
adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city water and elTlie object of the Mothers' Club is! Peter Kitchen of Calhip, was an at' haustive amount of statistics
and
ectric liyfits; no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
to help the schools, work with the rival in the Ancient City vesterdav.
H.
K.
tallies
Clerk
Hale
Per
Month
Down,
by
Seggerson.
Balance, $10.00
Acobe bsrn in need of repairs. Two
trees, chicken Mouse and
.1. U. Hughes,
teachers. These clubs should he ex
mounted policeman,!
Z.
Rev. and Mrs.
II.
MeCollough
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
tended into the country districts. In stationed at Cerrillos, is in the
Ke
this evening for the
Santa
c!tyjirnv,,
Deed 1913
,
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.
this the teachers can be greatly in- today.
Lust ;,Md north. Rev. MeCollough goes
fluential.
Ellas Clark the Alcalde merchant. ,, his old home at Ottumwa, Iowa,,
Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.
The Boys' and Girls' clubs, either returned noine tooay attei
vera! where he is summoned by a telegram
domestic days spent, in Santa IV.
literary, agriculture or
israling that his father who has been
be organized
with
science, should
Miss Helen Jeffries is doing steno-- ! nick for about ten days is growing
s
necessary officers so the children can graphic work in the olliee of the
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
veaker. Since the father is almost
learn the duties of these offices retary of state for a few days,
M years of age, there is not much
(C. A. BISHOP)
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119 San Francisco St., :
MeCollough and little Mary Elizabeth
every mother, however, ignorant, has
Andrew J. Green of Kstancia, arriv-vlt- will
accompany Mr. MeCollough as
A
regard to her child.
i(1 hel.0 yesterday to participate in the
The plan of the Pupils' Reading Cir- - tcloshis hours of the Masonic reunion, far as Denver, and then will go north
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
cle was explained ami suggested as; K. P. McXulty and wife, formerly t.i Iiozeman, Montana, where Mrs.
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
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you
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surance get the best, as it is
county capital.
back half a point or so.
Jesse L. Nusbaum, who with S. O. the cheapest, and
DATES OF SALE JULY 4, 5, 6, 1913.
The market closed easy.
Buying Mor.ley, made a trip to Guatemala, ex- Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
ALWAYS SEE
oiders began to have a more pro- tending over several months, return- Illtllllllllllllllll
nounced effect when realizing stop- ed to Santa Fe last night. He came
ped and dealings were attended by here from Washington, D. C, where
lenewed activity and higher prices jhe has been for several weeks,
Office United States Bank Building
until professional selling forced the) Filadelfo Baca, assistant state
Stop-Ove- rs
Allowed In
M. O'CONNELL,
- - 1 16
down against just at the end. perintendent of public instruction,
who has purchased the InsurSteel acted better after the trade left this morning
for Las Vegas,
reviews were out, although the favor- - where he will attend the graduation
ance Business of the L. A.
able views, expressed over current exercises of Loretto
at Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
academy
conditions were qualified in part by! that place, his daughter Miss Elois
good companies.good'protection
the opinion that prospective buyers being graduated from that institution,
Mrs. L. B. and Mrs. Thomas Vick
were likely to hold off for lower pri- San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
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with six
The ladies were
DISTRIBUTOR OF
It will not pay. you to waste you? tames of players.
in the spacious
billiard
time writing out your legal forms assembled
in-room and after the game they
when you get them already printed
dulged in a merry dance, just before
at the New Mexican Printing
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
the arrival of the dainty refreshments.
I
SJUlHTHE AMERICAN j
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
It was a happy afternoon.
water. Agent for Alanitou Spring Mineral Water.
Word received
from their many
menu- in aania re, maicaie mai
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Brumhack ,Miss Stella;
KAUNE & GO. Mrs. Minnie
H.
ICanuy and her moiher, Mrs. Canny,,
are having a most enjoyable vaea-Becl1' where ! CuIH
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Inrtllfl sltflKllino tin, Q&n nil lha filiT-- f
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bathing and the pleasing diversions to
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Telephone a Trial Order.
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Hack and Baggage Lines.
stocked.
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Both Directions
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IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100

you would specify

efficient,

Hern

Gioce

COMPANY

Rev.

,1.

accom-jpanie-

JUST
Another car

Patent Flour.

(Fac-Simi- lo

Water-Mark- )

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.

Tea and

FINE CANDIES

8
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difierence.
Let us show you samples.
Where Prices ar Bst
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
Santa Fe, N. M.
For Sfc Oualitv.
S.

Summer tourist

Mrs. Warner

M. Shimer and wife,
by their guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Is now furnishing us
H. H. Warl and children,
left this
with her fresh HOME
morning to spend the day in the
Santa Fe Conyon. Mr. and Mrs. Ward
MADE BREAD and
are Mrs. Stumer's parents, and the
ROLLS,
last
former arrived here
PIES, COFevening from
Albuquerque, Mrs. Ward and children
FEE CAKES, LAYER
having been here for several days.
CAKES, Etc., every
The party went, in Prof. J. A. Wood's
hour in the day. If
rig, and with the possible exception
of the rain will have a pleasant time.
you have tried them
. E. Van
Captain A.
Nyvenheim,
we need say no more,
superintendent of the National cemeif you have not,
but
tery, had a painful mishap a
days
ago. He was trimming some grass
get busy, you don't
with a sickle when he was bitten on
know what you have
the left hand either by a tarantula or
been missing.
some very poisonous spider. He immediately cut the wound and put
RECEIVED
peroxide on it, and afterwards stewed
load of cactus
Fresh Vegetables Daily
and made a poultice, which
drew out the poison, but he has sufBoss
,
fered a great deal from the sting, and
PURE FOODS
still has his hand done up in a sling.
We save yon moneyon
W. T. Porter, of Chicago, representMonarch Canned Goods,
STRAWBERRIES
FOR PRESERVING.
commerce
interstate
the
ing
departRichelieu Canned doods,
the La Salle extension uniHunt's Hand Peeled Califor ment of has
been in the city the past
versity,
nia Canned Fruits.
few days interesting those who would
like to become students of the work.
CHASE & SANBORN'S
This class of educational work is peCoffee.
culiar in that it is somewhat new and
to those who desire to perfect themselves in it, it is very interesting. The
interstate commerce department extension work consists in taking scholKAUNE
CO. ars and training them in the matter
H.
of freight rates and familiarizing
them with the science, so to speak,
of railroad rates, bo that they may be
equipped for Dositions as expert rate
,v
clerks, and other positions. Mr. Per- - i ni.nuui ruvirtnuuivrinruirLuv

Its not a new idea, but on:
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomeness of
all foods sold In our store I
Is your best kind of HealtH
Insurance for you. !nfsrlorl
goods are not sold by vs. Wei
leave that to thosw who wish I
to take chances.
HIGH
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
upon which we want our
P.'easel
reputation to rest,
remember this.

RATES
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO- -

Denver,

$21.10 Colorado Springs,
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden,
51.85 St. Louis,
JI.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . .

.

Pueblo, .
Chicago, .
St. Paul, .
New York,

....

$18.15

40.00
47.35
66.45

78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days fiom date of sale-

CALIFORIsriA
$55.55
V0OD

LOS ANGELES.
SAN DIEGO,
On

A C

CC

SAN FRANCISCO,

OAKLAND,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

SPECIAL

LOS ANGELES.
SAN DIEGO,

CA ec
v'fU.OO

1913.

Return limit, October 31st,

1913

EXCURSIONS
SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

Ccfl
WU.DD

Dates of' sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Return limit, August 31st.
Also on sale August 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 2S. 29. Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
to many other points in the United States and Canada.
For further particulars call on or address.

on sale

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,

SANTA FE, N. M.
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Are you tired? Need a rest after a
Here's the
strenuous year's work?
place for you.
Want to have a good time In (lod's
Want to fish?
great
Ride horseback? JJke good sport in
the open?
Come to Valley Ranch, the Switzerland of America, on the banks of the

r

"All of Today's Newo Today"

famous Pecos river, the Hudson of
New Mexico.
Among the visitors this week might
be mentioned Mrs. A. M. Loomls, Mrs.
.1. H.
Happer, Mrs. YV. B. I,atta, Mrs.
Roxie Loomls, W. B. Latta und chauffeur, of El Paso, who are touring
New Mexico in their Winton Six. They
are all most enthusiastic in their

praise of the Valley Ranch and Mr.
Latta greatly enjoyed fishing, returning to the ranch one day with a beautiful string of trout.
M.

:

BANK

OF

SANTA

iNgK,
FE,

JUNE 4.

1913.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts.
$ 656,035.37
92,943.33
Bonds and Securities
United States Bonds
70,000.00
45,916.93
Banking House Furniture and Fixtures..
Cash on hand and In banks
300,096.47

Dempsey, of Cape Girardon, Mo.,

If
F

$1,164,992.15

here this week .and says he is
from the "show me" state, but hasn't
been shown anything as beautiful a
Valley Ranch since he left home.

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock
Surplus and Profits
Circulation.
Deposits

$ 150,000.00
101,920.94
38,400.00
874,671.21
$1,164,992.15

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

:

NATIONAL

FIRST

is

Booklet Free on Request

THE VALLEY RANCH,

Condensed Statement of the

the Comptroller of the Currency
der his call for report for June 4, 1913.
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operation at the age of three. He they persistently refused to talk in
must have a healthy physical system our presence but we got Jack Smith
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to back it up.
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rt does not reaLlv matter how full! They are organizing a Cowmen's
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jof knowledge a boy's or a man's head Protective association, the object fol(may be, if he Is a weakling in body which is clearly set forth in the
The Gift of Flowers.
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dent, Mrs. Woodrow Wilson, does not part of his machinery which helps the street by Fred Brown, dim. of
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movers in Washington society, does
The eastern educator who spoke in The recent copious rains have tickled
THE UNCERTAIN FRUIT.
,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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growth of said grass on the mesa
before the picking season as the one sure to bring the fulfillment of hopes and
of the wise writers on reforms or one
Instead of going to school at three which will, in a few weeks, jeopardize
surcease from exhaustive labor.
But how often it proves to be elusive and how often it is found, all too who takes part in big women's move- the youngster ought to be playing out the cow interests of this region by
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other fields. A disappointed Georgian writes:
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
That as preventative
I was being
'considered' for means that she is full of sympathy operating correctly and the organs are
Resolved,
Large Sample Rooms.
"Nearly three months since you told me
then the measures, we hereby urge every cow
that she takes pains to extend it 'operating conjunctively,
the office i was after, and this is to advise you Hiat you needn't 'consider' and
do good.
'brain is always ready to respond, just man to purchase bells and attach
me anv longer. After mortgaging my house and blowing in all the money to those to whom it may
That is better than being a society! as it responds oppositely when the same to the necks of each of his cows
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thought
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new cure for Blackleg but
in the hand is the only valuable consideration that comes to the applicant from that quarter of the mansion, but
what if they did not.
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we can't print it as it is copyrighted.
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A MODEL CAMP
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wife.
has won the name of the "model coal camp."
may live at home in the Pecos ValThere isn't anything on earth more ley. Pecos Valley News.
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The senatorial investigators who are now down in West Virginia could
in rvi m a if
the distinand coming up into splendid than a womanly
William Allen White,
woman,
What! No Passes.
gain some valuable pointers by taking a little vacation
KanNew Mexico, just to see how u camp can be run without strikes, without and it looks as if that were the fitIt is rumored that the Santa Fe guished editor of the Emporia,
rx x j "
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Remarkable Remedy That Drives Every Particle
of Poison Completely Gut cf Year
Entire System.

put up $2,000.
He offered them a cheek on a
.Manistee bank for that amount, but
the wire tappers" would have nothing
lo do with
anything except hard
cash, so the trusting ruralite Journed
to Manistee and brought
his real
money back with him to invest. His
venture resulted in a total loss but
the strangers were so sorry they offered to let him in on the next good
thing for nothing, telling him to go to
Chicago where it would be pulled off.
Toupon went to Chicago and while
there got a telegram lo go to Milwaukee but instead decided to return to
Detroit. He mentioned his investment
to a friend when he came back and
the friend advised him to see the po
lice at once.
"Do they really do tilings like that?"
he asked innocently, when the game
at which' he lost, his money was ex- plained to him.
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confidence.
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Favorite "prescription

Dr. Merced

painful symptoms mentioned above.
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at $1.00 per pottle, giving general satisfaction. It can
now be had in tablet form, as modified by ii.V. Pierce, M.D.
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mighty good vesterday. The highest point reached than 5,000 and probably 10,000 acres
Rooms
A. F. Meyers, Denver.
equipped plants of its kind in the job of running away. Starting at
F. W. FARMER
thermometer was 71' degrees, more of land near here than is now
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Oswald Becker, Davenport, la.
the.y
jle
Some entirely new feasouthwest.
No.
Homestead
postoffice corner, where Uncle Sam's
54, giving an average used or can be used, which in itself
C. A. Siringo and wife, City.
tures have been added for disposing afternoon contribution to the city's and the lowest
2879, Brother,
for the day of 64 degrees, which was would make homes, give values and
G. W. PRICHARD,
C. W. Edmondson, Kansas City.
of the slump and everything will be needs had safely been deposited,
hood of Amerithey three degrees under the record for bring trade that cannot otherwise be
J. .VI. Foster, Safford, Ariz.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
as near automatic in its working as continued on up and around the park,
can Yoemen.
had.
June lfith for the past 41 years.
Practices in all the District Co'irtt
Mrs. E. Rockhill, Antonito, Colo.
it is possible to make a plant of this always
in the direction
to
last night
second and gives special attention to caeea
keeping
lowest
Meets
The
temperature
Kas.
S.
With
man
Hutchinson,
and
economic
Frank
Gould,
intelligent
kind. Cari'izozo Outlook.
which they were accustomed,
and fourth Mo- before the State Supreme
they was 55 degrees, and the low mark agement I am of the opinion that this
A. J. Green, Kstancia.
:
hurriedly reached the CThambon hotel, reported from the other stations was city cannot only make municipal own- C. F. Vaught, El Paso, Texas.
ndays of the
N. ML.
Santa
Fe,
Laughlin
Bldg.,
Good Sales.
where the right front wheel of the as follows:
month at the
F. W. Drake, Hodges, N. M.
ership a financial success but that
W. F. Fenley passed through Belen wagonett struck a telephone pole and
Fireman's Hall. Chas. F.
Amarillo, (52; Bismarck, 5fi; Boise, same will also create new wealth and
Robt. Spiegel, New York.
. Chas. H. Eaaley,
Easley,
last Saturday with a bunch of horses the vehicle turned over. At this stage CO: Cheyenne, 18; Dodge City, 02; much
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Geo. T. Littlefield, Elida, N. M.
of it hy storing the surplus
EASLEY
& EA'iLEY,
in which he is interested with How- of affairs the harness broke releasing
Grand
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
Durango, 52; Flagstaff, 42;
waters lor irrigation and thereby creaw.
Attorneys-a- t
ard Sweet and D. B. Sorrels, of
the badly frightened horses and they Junction, 58; Helena, 4S; Kansas City,
Coronado.
ating greater production and consumpro,"-td- "
which place Be was "taking Hie continued on down Park" street, one 76; Lander, 52; Los Angeles, 52:
Practice In the Count and Defor
faanta
on
tion
Fe
of
those
the
Lodge Land
.1. Peterson, Umy, N. M.
part
already here
He reports some remarkable being caught a short distance heyond
stock.
Department.
4(1: Phoenix, 72; Portland, CO:
No. 2, Knights of
B. Hall. Laniy.
sales of cattle in western Socorro the residence part of the city, while Pueblo, 58; Rapid City, 158; Roseburg, and the many that will gladly come.
Land grants and titles examined.
If our business men will give these
meets
Pythias
were
these
Raton.
Celso Martinez,
county recently. Among
N.
the other was caught late in the even- 52; Roswell, 62; Salt Lake, 54; San
Office, EttM-cla- .
their earnest consideration I
every Monday Santa Fe, M., branch
R. S. Mirabel, San Rafael.
the cattle of Frank Knoblock, w'ho ing some four miles south of the city, Francisco, 56; Spokane, 56; Tonopah, matters
N.
M.
feel sure that the costs therefor can
evening at S o'clock
sold his whole herd for July delivery, on the road to Luis Liopez. At the 54; Winnemucca. 54.
II, Mirabel, San Rafael.
be arranged and that the benefit thereK.
in
Meeting
P. Mirabel, San Rafael.
the price being $35.00 per head for beginning of the exciting affair the
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Forecast.
under will he astonishing to the
of P.
Hall over
L. L. Esquibel, Tierra Amarilla.
everything except cows with calf by vehicle was occupied by a couple of For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly
Dentist.
Kaune's
star".
sleepy layman.
Ross Fjiston, Tres Piedras.
Fenley traveling men, who made a hasty exit
side, which brought $70.00.
Ovr Spitz Jewelry Stor.
and threatening with probably
All
Mayor Lopez, as the head of our
claimed there were two hundred head out the hackway as did the Chambon cloudy
Raton.
Fares Suagon,
Rooms i, 2 and S.
local thunderstorms tonight or ThursKnights are most
iu this bunch. Belen News.
hotel porter, thus evading any serious
Phone Red 6.
invited.
day.
cordially
accident, which was indeed lucky for
Office Hours 8 a. m. to J p. m.
For New Mexico: Generally cloudy
A. P. HILL, C. C.
Senator Hartt's Close Call.
all concerned. Socorro Chieftain,
in
north
And
thunderstorms
with
local
by Appointment
A.
R.
THREATENED
of
K.
and
3.
REINGARDT,
A LICKING FOR LOSS OF HIS
Last Monday afternoon at auout
pud east portions tonight or Thurs3:30 a loud crash was heard in the
Killed By Lightning.
:f!i?.ri!z?
day.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
peaceful village of Taos which soundFred Cox, age 30 years, was sud
C.
M. D.,
Conditions.
DOG -- TURNS BIG RAILROAD UPSIDE DOWN
ed like the close rumblings of mighty
Lodge No. 259, holds It
regular
baroa
low
of
of
killed
stroke
a
denly
by
lightning
This
trough
morning
PIIYS1CAN
each
the
of
on
first
came
the
about
all
and
SURGEON,
thunder! It
Thursday
by
meeting
Wednesday while riding a horse along meter extends from Washington and
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
top cornice of Squire Hartt's one story the
near the Rio Quevo a Oreiron southward to Arizona, while
9
Rooms
Calls
roadway
LaughlinBldjr.
wel
woodadobe building falling upon the
Visiting brothers are invited and
stream the other side of Hope In the to the east the barometer gradually Youngster Made Huge Monopoly Come to Time by Offering to Thrash come.
or night.
attended
promply
day
en sidewalk leading to the post office. mountains.
Executive
Head if They Failed to Find His Pet They Found It.
increases to an area of high pressure
BENITO ALA RID, President
State Senator Hartt had a very close
9 to If a. m
The horse he was riding was also in the central valleys. Some cloudi2 to i p. m
7 lo 8 p. m
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
call from being injured, as he had but
and
rather
a' few ness,
temperatures
high
a
but
colt
killed,
young
of
only
same
side
came
the
along
shortly
continued
have
scattered showers
ODD FELLOWS,
his building just a few minutes prior feet away was not even shocked.
It will not pay you to watte your
of the Rockweslern
over
the
Mr.
A
Beach
slopes
son
of
Enoch
Beach,
No. 2, I. O. O. F. time writing out your legal
to the accident
form
thence
and
the
region,
ies,
well
plateau
known
was
the
here,
by
riding
We are glad the senator made his
y Santa Fe Lodg when you can get them already print
to the Oregon coast,
northward
Beach's
Cox.
side
of
was
horse
struck
meets
regularly ed at the New Mexican Printing
escape in time. Taos Recorder.
favor a continuation of threatditions
under him.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
,
...t.v.
- li"s
t. i
1,1
-ul
B""in Odd Fellows Hli. Visiting brothAll Jubilant.
Immediately Beach went to a ranch I11"
cal thundershowers.
er always welcome
Heavy rains are reported all over house for assistance. The dead man
The precipitation was and the dead horses had no burns of
the country.
KANSAS CITY WOOL
particularly heavy in the mountains, any kind on them.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
AND HIDE PRICES.
and several of the canyons, including
Very seldom does one hear of perSmall holding claim No. 5277.
18.
The
June
Mo.,
Kansas
City,
Last Chance, were running hub deep sons getting even shocked by lightSerial No. 015207.
following quotations are furnished by
the first of the week. About an inch ning in the valley.
Department of the Interior,
Commission
Co.,
Wool
F.
Cofield
F.
of rain has fallen in town, Some hay
The last one remembered is when
LiiHfu riat-- ljuuu uince.
Mo.
Kansas
1743
Genesee
City,
street,
was hurt by the storm, but the great- four men were killed while riding in
Santa Fe, N. M., May 24, ir13.
Wool.
er part of the first, cutting was safely a wagon near Kenna, seven or eight
Notice is hereby given that tae
Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and
under cover.
The stockmen are par- years ago. The horses were also
following-nameclaimant has filed
ticularly jubilant over the rains, killed, and all were accidentally found. Texas: medium, 17 to 20 cents per
notice of his intention to make final
Light
which came just in time, as the range It was several hours before an inproof in support of h!s claim under
T.(
pound; Light fine, 14 to 18 cents;
was beginning to show some signs of quest was held.
sections 10 and 17 of the act of
mo11
15
to
cents;
Angora
fine,
the dry spell which had continued
Before that a Mexican was killed heavy
March 3, 1801 (26 St;s.,
S54). ai
TIME TABLE
hair, 12 months, 25 to 30 cents.
with but little interruption since the twelve miles south of here.
amended by the act of February 21,
Hides.
showers.
is
in
Grass
In
three
the
last
early spring
good
years only three
1893
and
said
(27
that
470)
13
Stats.,
No.
1,
Green salt natives,
Effective January 1st, 1 9 f J.
shaiie, and a good year is anticipated have been even badly shocked, and
proof will be made before Abel Perea.
No. 2,
salt
natives,
green
pound;
per
stockmen.
Carlsbad
most of these were up in the mounby
Argus.
X.
at
Ilernaliilo,
121-2c- ;
County Clerk,
side brands, over 401b. fiat,
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to contains or foothills. Carlsbad Current.
Glad ana Sorry.
M., on July 10, 1913, viz: Francisco
cent less
cured hides,
nect with No. 3 westbound and
11
part
Mrs. Minor gave an
social
Mora, of Cuba, N. M., for the lot 1,
No. 10 eastbound.
than cured; uncured hides 1 cent less
Sec. 21, and lots 4, 5 and 6, Sec. 16,
Wednesday night of last week. Ow- RURALITE ROBBED
than cured; glue hides, fiat,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
T. 21 N., R. 1 W.
ing to the threatening weather there
green horse hides, $2.25 to $3.75 each;
m.
TWO CROOKS dry flint hides, 22 to 24 cents per
were only about 20 present. . All who
He names the following witnesses
adwere there report a good time. Mr.
3 carries passengers to Albuto
continuous
his
18
No.
actual
16
cents.
to
prove
pound; dry salt hides
verse possession of said tract for
and Mrs. Sam Vancuren are from Misquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Pelts.
Detroit, June IS. Joseph iToupen,
souri and it would have to show them a retired farmer of Manistee, Mich.,
Coast points.
twenty years next preceding the sur
Dry full wool sheep pelts 10 to 11
it was going to rain before it would has added his name to the goodly cents per pound; green salt sheep
vey of the township, viz:
Leave
Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to constop them from an ice cream party. number of overcredulous rural citizens pelts, 50c to $1.00 each; Angora goat
Tranquilino Romero, Jose Andres
with No. 1 westbound, and
nect
Mr. Morton Smith and family evident who have discovered the faithfulness skins, 15 to 75 cents each.
Sandoval, Felipe
Archibeque, Culso
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Marie
Farnum
and
M.
and
Walter
N.
of
1
5
all
Fluffy.
ly have seen too many false alarms in ; of amiable city "friends," reporting to
6
Cuba,
No.
no.
Salaar,
"Cut-off- "
per
Ta'.low,
with
Albuquerque
New Mexico to bluff them. Mr.
Any person who desires to protest
the police that he had lost $2,000 to a pound.
train for Clovis and Peeoi Vala letter in which he , delight when she saw Walter and his
After
writing
of
Nicholson says it would take a pair of sharps who worked the "wireallowance
said
against the
proof,
yellow' 5
Grease, white 6
ley points.
threatened to "lick" the Southern Pa sister, Marie, foor Slurry was in a or
who knows of any substantial reacloud burst to keep him from a party tapping" game for him.
per pound.
sad state of repair after her
which
his
cific
for
railroad
dog,
losing
son under the lawo and regulations of
Ira Toupen came to Detroit about two
in the Abbott neighborhood.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
Beeswax, bright 25 to 30 cents per had fallen off the train, Master Waltexperience in Oregon and the interior department why such
m.
Minor would have had his best girl weeks ago and picked up in a Detroit pound.
er C. Farnum, Jr., has recovered his had to be given a bath and an alcohol
not
be
there if he had to take covered wag- hotel a couple of acquaintances who
allowed
should
be
will
Iron.
proof
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conScrap
pet. If an octopus had a tail Walter rub the very first thing, and then
on for her. James Easley and sister displayed fat rolls and checks
for
nect with No. 7 westbound carCountry junk mixed iron $6 to $11 would be the boy to walk up and have her nails manicured. Walter given an opportunity at the
time and place to
showed they were not to be bluffed. large sums which they claimed they per ton.
rying El Paso sleeper, alto No.
Marie
and
weren't sure whether the
twist it.
Those who were absent are all wear- had made by tapping the wires and
the witnesses of said claimant
Bones.
4 eastbound.
or the "woodtucks" had
"woodticks"
at
was
found
Ore.,
Ashland,
Fluffy
Cov.
hand-booCuervo beating the
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
ing long faces. Abbot
men. In the
Country junk bleached bones $16 by Walter's father after the Southern been after her or again, it might
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
course of their acquaintance the to $20 per pound.
that submitted by claimant.
Clipper.
Pacific bad supplied a round trip have been the woodchucks.
m.
FRaNCISCO
DELGADO,
Walter is 11 years old a real boy.
ticket to that point when information
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conLeave
Register.
reached here that a small dog answer"My sister cried about Fluffy all
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
I
deand
did
to
want
lick
the
that
time,
the
ing
telegraphic
No. 9 westbound.
It will not pay you to waste your
scription had been seen in that vicin- railroad," he said. "I wrote them a time
out
formi
1
legal
your
writing
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
thought
ity. The dog was lost somewhere letter and told them what
when you can get them already print-a. m.
in Oregon while the Farnums were of them.
"When they found out that Fluffy ed at the New Mexican Printing com
en route to Sair Francisco from Seatwas up around Ashland, Marie and I pany.
tle.
Fluffy is a Russian Spit, or a Span- told dad he'd have to go and get her,
New Mexican Want Ads always
ish terrior, or a Siberian spaniel, or and then he made the railroad give
CAPITAL PHARMACY.
with him a ticket"
bring results. Try
something like that She
;
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fore Indicated.
Very respectfully.
(Sgd.) FRANK W. CLANCY,

Wm. 'C. McDonald has ap
following gentlemen from
Albuquerque to fill vacancies: George
Attorney General I,. Brooks and O, X. Marron.

F. ANDREWS

Charge Discrimination.
The Postal Telegraph company has
written the following letter to the.
'state corporation commission, which
has been replied to and That
has been instructed to make a
formal complaint, and the matter will
then be taken up by the commission
jnnd a hearing will be had on the com-- j
plaint, wllh representatives of both
jcompanies present:
'
Denver, Colo., Juno 1G, 191".
State Corporation Commission of New
Mexico, Santa Fe, X. M.

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Help build up Denver by buying Denver bread.
BUT

CAN

YOU

com-jpan-

iET JUST AS

GOOD FROM OUR BAKERY AND

THIS WILL HELP SANTA HE.

Are you for Santa Fe or Denver? Think it over.

Phone

No.TyioneNiK

Governor

pointed the

Gentlemen:'

4

Oil Company

Incorporated.
The Carlsbad Oil and Gas company
with headquarters at the Journal of
fice, in Albuquerque, have filed articles of incorporation with the state
corporation commission. The statut
and
ory agent is D. A. Macpherson
with the following amounts of stock
the company is capitalized for $6,000
taken by the parties named: D. A.
Macpherson, $1,000; M. L. Fox $1,000:
W."H. Andrews $100; John J. Cole $50.
Supreme Court Ruling.
Case No. 1545. The Feder Sllber-berin error, vs. Le
Co., plaintiff
.Mar. McNeil, et al
defendants' in
error.' Appeal from district court,
Santa Fe county.
This action was brought by plaintiff in error against defendants in error to recover the penalty of a bond
executed by them to the plaintiff to
secure the fidelity of LeMar McNeil
as employe of the plaintiff. Judgment
of the court below affirmed dismissing the suit against plaintiffs in error.
SYLLABUS.
1.
Proof that "demand was made
by mail" implies a prepayment of
postage and a deposit of the demand
in a United States poBt office, but
that the letter was properly addressed to the addressee at the place
where he resides or received his mail
is not thereby implied, and proof of
that fact must be had before the receipt of the letter by the addressee
will be inferred.
2.
Where a surety on a fidelity
bond undertakes to respond upon condition that demand be first made upon the Drincinal. such demand is a
part of the contract and must be alleged and proved.

PANAMA HATS
AT

A

BIG DISCOUNT

TAILORED
owing (to an overstock.
AND DRESS HATS greatly reduced In
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
ON
price.
IB, 20 and ?5 er cent discount. Don't

forget to get prices before purchasing
elsewhere.

MISSA.MUGLER
SOUTHEASTCORNER

PLAZA.

Children Meet Tomorrow All children who are to take part in the
Plaza fete, which lias been set for
next week, Thursday, June 26, are requested to meet in the library buildafternoon at 2:30
ing tomorrow
o'clock.
Try our Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Almond Cream, nothing better can be
used on hands and face. Zook's Pharmacy.
Good Oil Indications The El Paso
Oil company has been drilling for oil
on their property about 50 miles south
of Santa Fe. They have one well
town lutiO feet and expect to strike
something at a depth of 200 feet more.
The land in the vicinity of Algodones
has been carefully examined by expert geologists, some five different
men having pronounced the location
as indicative of oil values.
Some 71
Soldiers'
Headstones
headstones have been received at the
National cemetery for markers for
are buried
dead who
government
there, that were brought here from
Fort Wingate, N. M., and Fort Duchesne, Utah. This completes the list
of headstones needed, except for some
,'! unknown dead, who are buried in
one grave. Captain "Van Nyvenheini
will place the markers at once.
Good Roads Meeting Tomorrow
The state highway commission will
meet tomorrow, Thursday, June 19, at.
the senate chamber in the capital, with
the members of the county road
boartls and the county commissioners
of Taos, Rio Arriba and Santa Fe
counties, to consider the building of
a permanently constructed highway
from this city to Taos. Chairman
Arthur Seligman of the Santa Fe
u'uulcu
county roaQ uoa,u- - wuo "aB
the meeting expects to see a full rep- -

The Mountain Slates Telephone &
Telegraph
company,
operating
throughout the Stale of New Mexico,
has been for some time past and is
i.ow discriminating against the PoBtal
Telegraph-Cablcompany and in favor
of the Western Union Telegraph com'
pany (a large percentage of whose
stock the telephone company owns),
by diverting to the latter telegraph
S
tele
company telegraph messages
It means a clean, cool kitchen, less work and better
phoned in and intended for the Postal
cooking.
Telegraph company. At about the time
The New Perfection is always ready for use No
of the acquisition of the telegraph
company by the Bell Telephone comwood to cut no ashes to carry no smoke
no soot.
pany .various
subsidiary telephone
i
3
4
i
i
Made with 1, 2, and burners; towel racks, drop shelvei,
companies
throughout the United
Indicator marks amount of oil in font.
etc.
States gave to the Western Union as
a call word
the word ' Telegram ,
which resulted in any person using
'that call word being connected up with
is the best that can
the Western Union, irrespective of
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
be produced. It is
he wished to send a message
whether
Boston
made by the
Salt Lake City
Boise,
Butte,
Cheyenne,
by the Postal or not. Further, it deWoven Hose& Rubveloped that persons inquiring for a
ber Co., the largest
telegraph office or stating they wish-leNON-KIN- K
in the world.
to send a telegram or telegraph
is a superior
message, were invariably connected
moulded pure
with the Western Union. This result-jein the. loss of many messages for
Rubber.
Para
a 'the Postal and the Postal filed a com-- !
Mounted Poiice Active.
plaint before the Public Service Com-- j J. H .
McHughes, of the state mountin
which
of
mission
several
states,
Red Color
ed police, has returned from RooseI
abolish-an
issued
Instance
each
order
Daniel
and a Popular
the use of the word "Telegram" as velt county where he arrested
lative power. The legislature has ingcall word for the West
Seller with
County Road Boards in the Right.
ern Union, Garcia y Chavez, on a charge Of horse
lias been full control over county officers andiand
T. L. Capt, cattle inspector,
The following opinion
us for 5 years.
gjvjnff said company as a call stealing.
that had
nanaea uown uy me aiuit? aituim-- j the county governments. It can trans-- word in lieu thereof the call words discovered some horse
Fully Guargeneral to the state highway commis fer from the count v commissioners to "Western Union," and also giving to been reported as slolen from Hoose-velt- ,
anteed and
sion:
county about two years ago, in
the Postal Telegraph-Cablan Extra Good
company
Commission, any other board or ofiicer, any part of as its corresponding
To the State Highway
that
locality, and he accompanied by
call word, the
Quality.
marip n. rnrrie.l t.rin
the duties heretofore imposed uponjword ..postal."
Santa Fe, N. M.
and directing that riffifinr
Your letter of the 3th the commissioners,
even whcre no
Gentlemen
to San Jose in Socorro county, e.ndt
including
company was
telegraph
reeov-Instant was duly received but it has
power of levying taxes.
operator naneht Chaves redhanded. also
signated the telephone
and great interest
been impossible fof me sooner to an
You further say that a question has' should inquire which telegraph com- - ering the stolen stock. Chaves was resentation present
is manifested in the purpose of the
swer it although I fully realize the also arisen as to whether the county
coinmis- - placed in jail at Portales, and is now
The
wanted.
was
first
jpany
meeting.
fact stated therein that it is of great road board has the proper
trial.
authority sion to issue such an order was the awaiting
Don't think of toilet soaps simpiy
M. D. Loveless of the state mountimportance to the public that the to build new bridges and to supervise commission of the State of New York,
questions submitted should be deter- the maintenance of those , already where a very full hearing was had, ed police, stationed at Chama. arrest- as soap, but buy it because its cleansas well as its delightful properties.
mined as soon as possible.
built, or whether these powers are and I fake the liberty of enclosing ed at that place Antonio Martinez and ing
You first say you are advised that lodged in the board of county com-iJuan Gallegos on the charge of Our soaps will please you. Zook's.
of that order.
copy
Convicted of Murder One of the
' several counties the county treas- missioners.
drunkenness and disorderly conduct,
Recently we have been testing the and
cases before the Rio Arriba
a
Important
before
were
urers refuse to pay warrants drawn
taken
justice
they
In a general way, under the pro- matter out at Raton and Albuquerque,
county district court was that of
fined.
of
and
the
by the county road boards, claiming visions of
peace
chapter fifty four of the New Mexico, and we find that out of
Claude M. Cooley, convicted of murthat the funds for road and bridge pur- laws of nineteen
hundred and twelve, 20 calls made where the call was for
der in the first degree. The jury was
war
disbursed
be
can
upon
only
poses
all funds for bridge purposes are put a telegraph office or the desire exout but a short time and found Cooley
rants ordered drawn by the county under the control
of the county road pressed to send a message, connecJ. H. Crist was appointed
guilty.
commissioners.
board, but this is subject to some tion was made with the Western Unby the court, Distprosecutor
special
It is difficult to understand how
1G
qualifications in view of the enact- ion in
instances, these instances
A bath is twice as invigorating rict Attorney Read not desiring to
there can be any doubt upon this gen- ment
the
of chapter occuring on May 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28. when you have a good
sit in the case. The prosecution was
eral proposition in view of the clear thirty-tw- by of legislature
the laws of nineteen and 31st. The above Instances cited bath brush, with either straight or carried forward with a good deal of
and direct legislation to be found in hundred and
thirteen. This act puts show conclusively the extent of the curved handles, at Zook's.
r
vigor, and A. B. Renehan conducted
of
section seven of chapter
in this state, and I
under the charge of the board of discrimination
Board to Meet. The county board the defense along the best possible
the laws of nineteen hundred and
would
that
commissioners
county
the construcyour of commissioners will meet as a board lines. Cooley will be brought here
respectfully request
twelve, which reads as follows:
tion of one class of bridges referred commission take such steps as it may oi
equalization on Monday, June 23. for safe keeping and taken to the
derived to in
"AH funds that may be
to
discrimithat act. This is a substantial deem necessary abate this
Persons having business with the penitentiary, and Sheriff Elias Garcia
of bonds,
from taxation, issuance
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THEY HAVE JUST MISSED THE TITANIC'S AWFUL FATE!
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III

put the rest in the bank Vou'll find yourself in the best of company your troubles
lighter your purso neavier if you buy a
Ford and join the happy throng of those
who Know car comfort plus service satisfac-
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GET BUSY! PAINTING DAYS ARE HERE! It is a mistaken notion
you must paint your house white if you use white lead. You Can
have any tint, any shade, and it lasts if you get it at your RELIABLE
HARDWARE STORE. Their white lead, Unseed oil and pigments are
pure. As to their ready mixed paints, they are fresh; they sell too many
to keep them from one season to another nuf sed.
,
As to their paint brushes, no matter what you pay for them, they
are healthy, I mean they haven't got the mange their hair sticks. Take
my tip before brightening up talk paint to

tion.

that

More than 275,000 Fords now in service
convincing evidence of their wonderful
merit. Runabout, $525; Touring Car, $60(1;
Town Car, $800 f.o.b. Detroit, with all
Get interesting "Ford Times"
equipment.
from factory, Dept. F, Detroit; Ford Motor
s
Hardware Co., Agt.
Com pany.

Your Reliable Hardware Store.- -

Wood-Davi-

WOOD-DAVI- S

Phone U. "If It's

HARDWARE CO.
Hardware We Have It."

Phone

14

The iceberg
season is stickingaround. This monster, 910 feet long,520 feet thick and 227 feet above the
water line, was sighted by passengersor,
the "Caroline"; while plowlngthrough the same waters in which the
Titanic went to the bottom. a ear ago last April.
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